[BUNFIGHT AT LONG TAN AUG 2016]

Prior to 17 August 2016
There had been warning signs from all sides prior to the 17th of August 2016
concerning arrangements – or lack thereof – for the approaching “50th
Anniversary” commemorations. Problems were disappointing but not surprising.
Morning – 17 August 2016
Our Vietnamese tour guide advised us that Hanoi had voiced concern at the
prospect of 3000+ Australians who were anticipated in the Vung Tau and Long Tan
areas over the next few days.
Their fears were in three parts:
(1) The sheer numbers were a potential problem, The largest crowd previously
had been around 1000 in 2014 and 15 and that had been handled with some
difficulty. Apparently the Australian Embassy on those occasions had agreed to
compensate the local farmers for loss of crops around the cross. But 3000…?
The infrastructure does not exist at the Long Tan cross site – there are no loos, no
running water, no electricity, no wet-weather options, no separation between site
and crops..…
(2) There was increasing apprehension that the ANZACs were coming to
“celebrate” the victory at Long Tan rather than to respectfully “commemorate” the
sacrifices made by both sides during the 10-year war. This was exemplified when
it was found that a concert was being planned which featured artists and
musicians who had entertained the troops during the war – and they were coming
back to entertain those at Vung Tau again – an entertaining “celebration” rather
than a respectful “commemoration”.
(3) The sensitivities of the local population were thought to be a huge
consideration in the Vietnamese government’s attitude. It was stressed that many
of the Vietnamese dead at Long Tan were the fathers and brothers and sons of
local (Phuoc Tuy) people. How would they feel with all these visitors “celebrating”
their victory over them?
Despite these fears, we understood that while visiting numbers might be
restricted, the planned 3:40pm memorial service had not (yet) been cancelled. But
we also understood that things were very brittle and we would be well advised not
to do anything to make the situation any worse.
Midday – 17 August 2016
An Australian TV news team, including camera and sound men, took visiting Keith
Payne VC to the Long Tan cross and recorded an interview, which was streamed to
the news services shortly afterwards.
Whenever people visit the cross they need to go to the Long Tan police station and
register their visit. For the registration fee, they are loaned the Long Tan cross
plaque, which, when hung on the cross, indicates official approval for the visit.
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A still from the recording shows
the plaque was not on the cross,
leading to the conclusion that
the visit was not authorized.
As an aside, the choice of Keith
Payne VC – our most highly
decorated Viet Vet – as the
person to represent the
occasion of the 50th
Anniversary of Long Tan surely
reinforced the impression held
by the Vietnamese that
Australia was “celebrating” a
military victory rather than commemorating the war dead.

Noon 17 Aug - A TV crew videos Keith
Payne VC at the Long Tan cross …

Both the D/6RAR Company Commander at the battle, Harry Smith SG MC and one
of the platoon commanders, Dave Sabben MG, had been asked to speak at the cross
but both had declined due to the wrong perception it would have encouraged.
Once the Vietnamese locals and authorities realized that the TV recording was
happening / had happened, they reacted swiftly. Hanoi immediately issued a
statement that all visitors to the cross site would be stopped. One of the Tour
members received the news via an SMS – hardly an “official channel”! The reason
Hanoi gave was that “…there has been an ISIS bomb scare at the cross...”.
While the TV recording was happening, the Long Tan Trek Tour group was having
lunch in the rubber plantation some 1000 yards to the west of the cross. We had
earlier been approached by the media to be with us on the battlefield but had
rejected the requests on the basis that we had obtained permission (and paid for) a
specified number of Tour people, had provided the names and passport details as
required, and we knew that others would not be permitted to accompany us.
It would appear that the locals reported the TV activity at the cross to the police.
As we were finishing lunch, the same news camera team arrived at the lunch site.
After they had filmed Payne, and saw that the locals were making phone calls, and
knowing they were still inside the police cordon on the access road, they came to
us. They were not invited.
Given the state of sensitivity, we certainly did not want to bring attention to
ourselves and jeopardise our visit. But they wanted an interview and would not
listen to us or take “No” as an answer. Not having any authority to evict them, we
answered their questions on camera until the police arrived.
When the police arrived, they sent the camera crew away but also forbade the Trek
Tour to proceed to the cross. The damage we’d feared had now been done!
Despite this, the Tour moved through the Western part of the rubber plantation to
the place on the North-South Road where the first shots of the battle were fired –
when 11 platoon’s Sergeant Buick fired on an NVA clearing patrol at about 3pm.
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The Tour group was stopped on the road...

There, while the
1966 events were
being explained to
the Tour group, the
police arrived and
stopped us from
proceeding into the
rubber plantation
East of the NorthSouth Road.

The Tour spent a further hour at that location, able to distantly see the cross about
500 yards away to the East, as the further development of the battle was explained.
The plans (and the permissions obtained and paid for) were for us to go to the
place in the plantation where CHQ had gone, go to where 10 Platoon had gone, and
to where 12 Platoon had gone before going to the cross which was where 11
Platoon spent most of the battle.
The Trek Tour had done this on eight previous occasions, taking with us various
Vietnamese authority reps without previous problems. It was most unfortunate
that on this occasion – the 50th Anniversary – we had been stopped because we
had in the Trek Tour group of 62, six men who had fought under the rubber at
Long Tan, plus two more of Delta/6 who had not been under the rubber, plus two
who had supported the action from Nui Dat, plus nine family members and next-ofkin of people who had fought at Long Tan.
For almost all of these, this was their first visit after 50 years and none of them
expect to be able to get back again in the future. Not to forget that each had paid
for access to the plantation and conformed to the authority’s need for names and
passport numbers. In other words, the Tourists had done everything right and
nothing wrong.
After leaving the battlefield on the afternoon of the 17th, and with the news of the
bomb scare and the total closure of the cross area, the Tour group returned to
Vung Tau to attend the Concert featuring Little Pattie, Lucky Starr and others.
Unfortunately, it was marketed as the “50th
Anniversary Long Tan Concert” – a name once
again drawing attention to the Long Tan action
for which the Vietnamese authorities feared a
“celebration” rather than a “commemoration”.
Arriving at the Concert venue, we found that the
banquet had not been cancelled but the
entertainment HAD been – there would be no
music or singing or entertainment. There was no
talk of a $refund for what had been a very
significant outlay by each person attending.
It was also thought that the Concert event had been organized without the formal
and necessary approval of the appropriate officials.
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Morning 18 August 2016
News this morning that the bomb scare had been cleared overnight
and that the site was again open – but for very limited numbers. The
3:40 pm service was still supposed to be “on”. BUT, the media was
banned from filming at the Long Tan cross site – obviously due to
the media activities on the 17th and was restricted to only filming
people in Vung Tau getting onto the buses to go to the cross site.
The Trek group bussed to Long Tan, arriving at the turnoff to the
Long Tan cross to find a police presence again, preventing entry to
the cross
site.

The road block at the Long Tan cross access site…..

As we waited, an Australian Federal Police officer
boarded the bus and told us to “abide by the rules or
the local officials will shut the commemoration
down…”. That was good advice because we were later
told at least one bus of visitors had bribed their way
to the cross site (“…money changed hands…”), and, when discovered, the decision
was made to stop all access. How simple can the selfish actions of a few result in
damage to the plans of the many…!
Unaware of this, we waited for three hours but were denied entry. At first we were
told that 100 people at a time were permitted for brief visits but, as we saw no
traffic at all, we began to suspect a stall-job.
We then sent a local man with a camera to
motorbike to the cross and take a few photos of
whatever activity might be occurring there.
He arrived back with the report that the cross
was deserted but for a single police or military
guard… and no preparations for a 3:40pm
service.
Understanding that there would now be no
service, the Tour group returned to Vung Tau
where we hired the hotel’s meeting room and
prepared our own impromptu memorial service.
The site was deserted...
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Accessing the internet, we dropped down a photo of 6RAR’s placement of the cross
ceremony from Aug 1969.

We held our own make-shift memorial service at the hotel - based on the original 6RAR service from 18 Aug 1969....

Mike Rogers (6RAR, Second Tour, and present when the cross was put in place)
was one of the Trek Tour members and had brought with him the order of service
held on that day. We then adapted the same service to our service, with members
of the Tour group reading the same Scriptures and saying the same prayers.
As a make-shift stand-by, it was well received, under the circumstances.
The evening of the 18th was to have been the “Friendship Dinner” where we
expected to mix with our former enemy over a lavish buffet dinner in a relaxed
meet & greet atmosphere. We of Long Tan had hoped to get an insight into what
were the intentions of the former enemy at Long Tan and get a more accurate
assessment of the outcomes than had so far been the case from the “official
histories”. This, of course, also failed to happen.
Unknown to us until arrival, the Vietnamese authorities had cancelled permission
for any former NVA or VC other than those from 33rd Regt (who had not fought at
Long Tan and had not been present in the Province until later in the 1960s).
Amid this further
disappointment, the
intention of the Dinner
fizzled, made more
disappointing by the
presence of many plainclothed police present
and the departure of the
former NVA contingent
as soon as the dinner
had ended but while it
was still early in the
evening.

Aussie Viet Vets meet the few Vietnamese Vets at the "Friendship Dinner".

Again – as with the Concert – there was some talk of the correct permissions not
having been sought or granted, and no mention of any $refund consideration.
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Morning 19 August – early!
The Trek Tour group took early-morning calls and were on the busses before full
daylight. The intention was to get to the Long Tan cross early – before the police
road-block was in place, visit the cross and get some photos (and a quick memorial
service if possible) and
then get on with our
day’s events.
We were met at the
cross site by the
Australian officials and
were able to spend
about half an hour at the
cross to take
photographs before we
were warned to keep
moving…..
Part of the Long Tan Trek Tour group at the cross - 19 Aug 2016.

So… why had it all
happened…?
(1) The numbers
arriving were indeed
daunting. With some
three times as many
arrivals as had been
experienced previously,
the infrastructure was
not in a position to
cope.
(2) The Australian
The Viet Vets in the Trek Tour group at the cross 19 Aug 2016.
government, media and ex-service
groups seemingly failed to make the
distinction plain to the Vietnamese that the ANZACs were attempting to
commemorate our part in a long war and to honour their part in the same war.
The message received by the Vietnamese (rightly or wrongly) was that it was all a
“celebration” of the success at Long Tan.
(3) The deliberate breaching of local media restrictions was taken as evidence of
the “I don’t care” attitude of the visitors, and that apparent attitude was returned.
And what of the future…?
The Long Tan Trek Tour has obtained assurances that it will once again be able to
walk the Long Tan battlefield in October 2017 and likely beyond. The Vietnamese
authorities recognise that on at least 8 occasions previously, the battlefield had
been “trekked” and memorial services held at the cross which have recognised
both sides of the conflict. Indeed, the Vietnamese have been included in the short
services we’ve held.
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Lessons to be learned.
Viet Nam is a one-party communist state. All things are more tightly controlled
than we ANZACs are used to. Hotels require passport names and numbers. Tours
need permissions and approvals, often to be paid for.
As a simple example: We hired a boat for 20 people for a day cruising on Ha Long
Bay. Only 19 people turned up, the authorities required to know who was missing,
where they were, why they were not present and a new approval form needed to
be generated and signed off for the 19. This would be considered strange in
Australia but we need to understand that this is standard practice in Viet Nam.
We need also to display much more
consideration of the losses
sustained by the Vietnamese in their
three wars of “liberation” or
“reunification”. While ANZACs can
and do boast of the victories as at
Long Tan, we must understand the
sensitivities of the other side and of
the civilians who still live beside the
graves of their war dead.
And the media must understand
that the “freedoms” they enjoy in
Australia cannot be taken for
granted and exercised as a right
Okay - the "ambush" is wrong but the sentiment is right!
in a Communist country.
The mantra “…the public has a right to know…” does not apply all around the world!
Despite all the problems, the Long Tan Trek Tour got to the cross, saw the original
at Dong Nai and achieved all the rest of the itinerary targets. A great group of folks,
and all were in agreement: they wouldn't have missed it for quids.
===============================================================

ABC journalist Bruce Atkinson, from Queensland's Sunshine Coast, joined us on the
tour. He has previously done numerous stories for ABC television news, radio and
online on Long Tan, including the medal dramas. Bruce paid his own way and it was
primarily a holiday to pursue his interest in military history. He was always planning
on sending a few interviews back to Australia to cover the historic 50th anniversary
commemorations but when the drama of not being allowed to the cross started he
found himself in the middle of a major international story. He spent six of the nine
days working, on a couple of days from 0430-1800. During this time Bruce filed
interviews with several of the trekkers, including Harry Smith, Dave Sabben, Laurie
Drinkwater and his grandson Lawrence and Bill Akell as well as Marnie Wickham.
You can also check out his Twitter account @bruceatkinson17 to see some of his
tweets from August 15-23, 2016.
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